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Abstract—Light field image generates a set of focusing images
at different depth levels, which suggests that one can determine
object, foreground, or background regions. Moreover, the image
can provide another set of multiple view images with slight shifts
(sub-aperture images) which allows disparity computation
without the image calibration and rectification steps.
Nevertheless, the baseline between sub-aperture images is
narrow. It limits the depth estimation range and accuracy. To
solve this problem, we present an initial depth estimation method
using adaptive window matching on epipolar plane images (EPIs)
and structure tensor, which appropriately applied to the subaperture light field images. We analyze the sub-aperture images
to EPIs and compute depth and corresponding information using
the structure tensor on EPIs. An adaptive window size is used to
improve the robustness of corresponding information. Finally, an
initial depth map of light field image is reconstructed.

based depth map generation method. The flow of the proposed
method in this paper is summarized as shown in Fig.2.
A. Two-plane parameterization
We adopt the two-plane parameterization [3] of the 4D
light field and denote a light field as L(x, y, s, t) as shown in
Fig. 1., where (s, t) can be seen as the index of different views
and (x, y) are spatial coordinates with each view (see Fig.2.
sub-aperture images).
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I. INTRODUCTION
Reconstructing depth map from a stereo pair of images,
also known as stereo matching, is one of the key problems in
computer vision. A large number of algorithms have been
proposed to solve this problem. While the studies on depth
estimation from light fields have just started, and most of them
are focused on certain plenoptic camera [1]. A light field
camera also called a plenoptic camera has been recently shown
to be very effective in applications such as digital refocusing,
depth estimation and 3D reconstruction. It is constructed with
an internal microlens array to capture light field information
that one can generate a set of multiple view images call subaperture images after the acquisition. A sub-aperture image is
created by gathering a pixel from each micro-image, which
located in the same relative coordinate with respect to the
micro-image. The micro-image is the image which formed
under microlens and on the photosensor. Because the baseline
between sub-aperture images from a light field camera is
narrow, how to estimate disparity map of the light field has
become an attractive problem strongly affecting its application.
II. PROPOSED METHOD
Due to the narrow baseline of each sub-aperture image, a
conventionally used stereo matching method does not generate
an accurate depth map. We adopt an epipolar plane image [2]
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Fig. 1. Two-plane parameterization

B. Epipolar plane images (EPIs)
By fixing y and t, we can obtain a 2D (x, s) slice of a light
field, as shown in Fig.2. (blue arrow). Similarly, 2D (y, t) slices
can be obtained if x and s are fixed. These 2D slices are called
epipolar plane images (EPIs). We call EPIs with fixed y and t
the horizontal EPI (EPI(x, s)), and the one with fixed s and x
the vertical EPI (EPI(y, t)).
Epipolar-plane image is introduced by Bolles et al. in [4]. It
is also shown in their work that any point in the space can be
projected to a line on the EPIs. Additionally, the slope of the
line is related to the depth of the corresponding point in the
space [4], which is written as:
(1)

Fig. 2. The flowchart of proposed method

where Δs: distance between the sub-aperture image, Δx:
distance between scene points, f: distance between parallel
planes (focal length), Δs/Δx: The slope of a line in EPIs which
indicates the real metric depth value Z
C. Confidence measure and adaptive window size
We modify edge confidence [5, 6] for a fast test for which
parts of the EPIs a depth estimation seems promising, the
measure of it is:
(2)

(4)

where Gσ: Gaussian smoothing kernel with standard
deviation σ . Ex, Ey: Horizontal and vertical component of the
gradient vector at each pixel in EPIs E respectively. The
window size of the kernel will be followed by the confidence
measure from the previous section.
We improved this kind of computing method by modifying
the computing formulations of the structure tensor. Since
structure tensor J is symmetric and positive semi-definite, it
has two orthogonal eigenvectors as follows:
(5)

where CE(x, s) is the confidence at position (x, s) from the
EPI(x, s), Nh(x, y, s, t) is 1D horizontal window centered at
position (x, y) from viewpoint (s, t) and Nv(x, y, s, t) is 1D
vertical window centered at position (x, y) from view point (s,
t). We choose the window size to be 9. It can be applied to the
EPI(y, t) as well. The window size is determined by its
confidence. For a pixel with higher confidence, a smaller
window size is needed for estimating depth. In other words, the
pixel has lower confidence, the bigger window is required.

The relationship of the eigenvectors with the EPIs is shown
in Fig. 3. We can compute the slope of the EPIs line by using
the intersection angle of two eigenvectors with x-position axis.

(3)

Fig. 3. The EPIs relationship

D. Modified structure tensor
The structure tensor [7] uses the gradient information of an
image in order to determine the orientation information of the
edges and corner. The structure tensor is defined as:

We can compute the depth information and the relationship
of eigenvectors with the EPIs as:

(6)
We use the correspondence of the structure tensor J as the
reliability measure [7].

tensor and reliability measure. An adaptive window size is used
to improve the robustness and avoids incorrect estimation in
the EPIs. As a result, our method generated improved the initial
disparity map compared with other methods. Our future work
will enhance and make a refinement on the final depth map.

(7)

E. Initial depth estimation
Using the depth information d and reliability measure r for
all the EPIs (EPI(x, s), EPI(y, t)), we superimpose all depth d
based on the corresponding reliability measure by selecting the
depth information that corresponds to higher reliability
measure and reconstructs the initial depth map based on these
depth d. So the new depth map has a higher credibility than the
original one.
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